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MONTEREY—Yesterday afternoon political activist Casey Davidson flashed a look of 
relief after being absolved of the murder of local opposing political activist, Alex 
Thompson. The short and captivating trial featured passionate arguments by the defense 
that revealed the holes in the timeline the prosecution attempted to put forth.  
 
This trial was important not just because of the death of Thompson, but because it 
showed many broader problems in our country. The issue of immigration is a 
controversial and divisive one that has led to the formation of radical groups throughout 
the country. The problem of privacy regarding new technology and increasingly outdated 
laws was also prevalent during the trial.  
 
During opening arguments, Prosecutor Kismet Isik theatrically alluded to former 
president, Theodore Roosevelt’s ideology of speaking softly and carrying a big stick, 
while exclaiming, “Casey Davidson spoke loudly and used her walking stick to murder 
Alex Thompson,” In reference to the suggested murder weapon. 
 
In the cross examination of Doctor Devon Morrison, Morrison assertively stuck to her 
conclusions that the tree branch could not have possibly been the murder weapon because 
only castoff blood was found on it. However, this idea was trumped by Doctor Tory Lee 
who concluded that in her professional opinion either the tree branch or the walking stick 
could have been the murder weapon.  
 
The direct examination of Morgan Bonderman was both emotional and enthralling as she 
struggled to stay calm while explaining to prosecutor Sarah Bitter how she discovered the 
victim’s body on September 14th, 2017. 
 
In defense’s opening statement, attorney Elias De Leon set up the defense’s timeline of 
events for the night in question. He emphasized that under this timeline it would be 
impossible for Davidson to have murdered Thompson being as he was buying batteries 
from tech shop owner, Avery Williams. De Leon finished off his statement clamoring, 
“Casey Davidson is not a magician. Casey Davidson is innocent.” 
 
During Davidson’s testimony, prosecutor Reem Benny desperately tried to project 
Davidson’s violent side by bringing up posts on Davidson’s personal Blab page to which 
Davidson replied, “I don’t believe in violence. I didn’t intend for any harm.” 
 
In the pre-trial hearing, Prosecutor Noor Benny calmly argued that the retrieval of the 
GPS information found in the defendants car should be held accountable for buying a car 
with a built in GPS. Judge Hayes denied the defenses motion to exclude the evidence of 
the GPS system. 
 
In closing, prosecution argued that Davidson acted with premeditation and deliberation, 
citing the defendant’s long history with the victim. The Defense Attorney, Noor Elfarhen, 
argued that the prosecution had not proven their case beyond a reasonable doubt and 
pleaded with the judge, “Choose what is reasonable.”  



 
Judge Hayes stated afterwards that it was an easy decision adding, “I did not feel that 
prosecution proved their case beyond a reasonable doubt, closing arguments made no real 
difference I had made my decision at that point.” 	  


